Question & Answer – ASTON / DoubleLine Core Plus Fixed Income Fund
Aston Asset Management, LP (“Aston”) is pleased to announce that it has partnered with DoubleLine Capital LP
(“DoubleLine”) to offer a new fund within the Aston Funds family. The ASTON/DoubleLine Core Plus Fixed Income
Fund (“the Fund”), is an open-end mutual fund that will combine Aston’s distribution and administration capabilities
with DoubleLine’s fixed-income portfolio management. The Fund opens to investors on July 18, 2011.

About the Fund
Q: Why has Aston decided to open a fund with Jeffrey
Gundlach and DoubleLine?
A: Jeffrey Gundlach, who will be lead portfolio manager, was Morningstar’s Fixed-Income Manager of the
Year in 2006 and nominated in 2009 for Morningstar’s
Fixed-Income Manager of the Decade. In addition, Mr.
Gundlach has built a deep team of talented investment
professionals at DoubleLine who have worked together
for many years in their respective sectors of the bond
market, including Treasuries, corporate securities, mortgage-backed securities, sovereign issues, and Emerging
Markets debt. We think that investors in the Aston Funds
family will benefit from the investment expertise that
DoubleLine can bring to a Core Plus portfolio.
Q: Why did DoubleLine want to sub-advise a fund for
Aston?
A: DoubleLine wished to broaden its distribution opportunities by working with Aston’s marketing and sales
team, so that its prime focus could remain on managing
client assets instead of expanding distribution.
Q: Why is Aston offering a bond fund at this time?
A: Aston does not seek to time the launch of its funds
to near-term market conditions or to chase fads. We seek
quality managers with clear investment processes, extensive experience, and best-in-class business standards.
We think that DoubleLine fits that description perfectly.
Q: Why did you call the Fund the ASTON/DoubleLine
Core Plus Fixed Income Fund?
A: DoubleLine will be managing the Fund using its coreplus fixed-income strategy that seeks to take advantage
of attractive opportunities across the bond market.

actively managing the Fund’s sector allocations and
through security selection from its investment team.
Active sector allocation distinguishes this strategy
from other bond funds that maintain relatively fixed
sector weightings. Market history shows that sectors
of the fixed-income universe cycle through periods
of improving and deteriorating fundamentals as well
as periods of under and over valuation, thus exposing multi-sector bond portfolios to significant principal loss and missed upside opportunity. DoubleLine
intends to favor sectors that the investment team believes offer greater potential payoff than potential loss
relative to other sectors.

Q: What constraints does the fund manager have in managing the portfolio?
A: By prospectus, DoubleLine has the flexibility to act
quickly and decisively in extreme market conditions,
but it is not “unconstrained”. The Fund cannot conduct short-sales of securities, has duration guidelines,
and must invest more than 80% of its assets in fixedincome instruments, not derivatives. In other words,
we expect the Fund to act like a typical core-plus bond
fund, but with the ability to act expeditiously in abnormal market conditions.
Q: How could the Fund fit into a diversified portfolio?
A: The Fund is designed to be used as the stand alone
taxable bond fund in an investor’s portfolio. In addition, the Fund can also be used as a more dynamic
complement to a traditional index-centric, plain-vanilla bond fund.

Q. How can the Fund take advantage of these attractive
opportunities in the bond market?
A. DoubleLine seeks to add value and manage risk by
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About DoubleLine
Q: Tell me more about DoubleLine Capital LP?
A: Headquartered in Los Angeles, the firm was founded
in December 2009 by Jeffrey Gundlach, CEO and CIO,
and Phillip Barach, President. As of May 31, 2011,
DoubleLine had more than $11 billion in assets under
management. In addition, an affiliate of Oaktree Capital
Management is a minority shareholder in the firm.

Please contact your custodian to expedite the availability of
the ASTON/DoubleLine Core Plus Fixed Income Fund on your
platform.

Q: How experienced is the DoubleLine management team?
A: Approximately 40 investment professionals followed
Mr. Gundlach and Mr. Barach to DoubleLine from a previous firm. Thus, DoubleLine’s portfolio managers have,
on average, more than 21 years industry experience and
have worked together for an average of 14 years.

Note: Bond funds are subject to interest-rate and credit
risk similar to individual bonds. As interest-rates rise or
credit quality suffers, an investor is susceptible to loss of
principal. Additional techniques that the Fund may use,
including high-yield bonds, foreign bonds, and derivatives, are subject to additional risks.

Q: How would you describe DoubleLine’s investment
strategy?
A: The strategy is a blend of active sector management and bottom-up security selection. DoubleLine
raises or lowers its sector and asset class weightings
based on its analysis of underlying fundamentals and
relative valuation, with specialist teams then choosing
the securities within each area.
Q: What is DoubleLine’s attitude towards derivatives?
A: It generally avoids over-the-counter derivatives because these involve counterparty risk and offer no incremental return over the reference asset, while adding risk
over said asset. Unlike some bond managers with portfolios that have turned to over-the-counter derivatives because their asset size is too large to efficiently transact in
the cash bond markets, DoubleLine can usually manage
its portfolios without using derivatives.

------------------------------------------------------------------------DISCLOSURE
DoubleLine® is a registered trademark of DoubleLine
Capital LP.

Morningstar Award Criteria: The Manager of the Year and
Decade awards are not just for superior performance.
Morningstar considers the risks assumed to achieve
those results and takes into account the strength of the
manager, strategy, and the firm’s record of putting the
interests of fund shareholders first.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

Investors should consider the investment objectives, risks,
charges and expenses of the Aston/DoubleLine Core Plus
Fixed Income Fund carefully before investing. Please call
800 597-9704 for a preliminary prospectus which contains this and other information about the Fund. Read it
carefully before you invest or send money. Aston Funds
are distributed by BNY Mellon Distributors Inc.

Q: Is the firm’s expertise primarily concentrated in mortgagebacked securities?
A: While DoubleLine has extensive experience in mortgage-backed securities, the firm also has well established fixed-income teams that specialize in Core bonds
and other multi-sector strategies, as well as individual
segments of the fixed-income universe including Government issues, Agency debentures, corporate and sovereign securities, and Emerging Market debt.
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